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SEVERE WEATHER U IN 2014

20 severe thunderstorm warnings
15 wind advisories
11 red flag warnings (fire)
11 areal flood advisories
9 winter weather advisories
8 dense fog advisories
6 severe thunderstorm watches
4 wind chill advisories
3 flash flood watch
2 flash flood warnings
1 winter storm warning
1 freezing fog advisory
1 tornado watch
...annndd...

20 severe thunderstorm warnings
15 wind advisories
11 red flag warnings (fire)
11 areal flood advisories
9 winter weather advisories
8 dense fog advisories
6 severe thunderstorm watches
4 wind chill advisories
3 flash flood watch
2 flash flood warnings
1 winter storm warning
1 freezing fog advisory
1 tornado watch
6523 cloud-to-ground lightning strikes (on 53 days)!
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SEVERE WEATHER U
27 ground lightning strikes within 6 miles of the 50-yd line 10 ground lightning strikes on the campus and periphery
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NOAA SPC-ISSUED TORNADO WATCHES FOR CLEVELAND COUNTY, OK

10 NWS Tornado Warnings and 16 Tornadoes since 2008
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ICS-213 WX (OU EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS)

---

the north behind the front will likely occur at the stadium from the beginning of pre-game activities through mid-afternoon. Winds Forecast confidence is high that the cold front will arrive prior to kickoff on Saturday, meaning that the gusty conditions from winds. Temperatures for the game should be near 60F with mostly sunny skies.

1700 CDT                              A few clouds, temperature of 58 F, winds from the north at 10 mph gusting to 20 mph
1400 CDT (game's end)      A few clouds, temperature of 61 F, winds from the north at 18 mph gusting to 25 mph
1230 CDT (halftime)           A few clouds, temperature of  58 F, winds from the north at 20 mph gusting to 30 mph
1100 CDT (kickoff)             A few clouds, temperature of  55 F, winds from the north at 18 mph gusting to 25 mph
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At this time, no NWS watch/advisory/warning issuance is anticipated for the operational period. As of 1200 CDT on Friday, 7 November 2014, no watches/advisories and/or warnings have been issued by the NWS for the operational period on Saturday, 8 November.

0800 CDT                             Clouds clearing , temperature of 49 F, winds increasing from the north at 15 mph gusting to 22 mph
0500 CDT                             Mostly cloudy skies, temperature of 48 F, winds from the north at 13 mph

(THE POSSIBILITY OF GUSTY WINDS TO NEAR 30 MPH WILL NEED TO BE MONITORED.)

NO WEATHER HAZARDS EXPECTED DURING THE OPERATIONAL PERIOD

7. Weather Forecast for the Operational Period:

4. Forecast for the Operational Period of:

Fri/ 7 Nov 2014
FUTURE PLANS

Construction of shelters at campus apartments...

Residential Colleges with shelters...

OU regents approve storm shelters for Norman campus

TRADITIONS WEST/EAST SHELTERS

KRAETTLI APARTMENTS SHELTER